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Tombic communication walk-shop overview

The system of megaliths now provided a complete substitute for those functions of his mind which gave to it its sense of the sustained rational order of
time and space [. . . ] Without the blocks his sense of reality shrank to little more
than a few square inches of sand beneath his feet.
[J.G. Ballard. Terminal Beach]
If patterns of ones and zeroes were “like” patterns of human lives and deaths,
if everything about an individual could be represented in a computer record by a
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long strings of ones and zeroes, then what kind of creature could be represented
by a long string of lives and deaths?
[Thomas Pynchon. Vineland]
Technology buries us alive in order to re-place the site of execution on the
skin, under the earth.
Robert Smithson talks of a ‘tombic communication’, and that ‘the medium
is the mummy.’ This walkshop will attempt to identify, document and construct
technologic tombs and mummies in Copenhagen.
Activities might include:
• the construction and burial of computer memories
• mapping entropy in Copenhagen
• recording worm poetry
• a concert for buried devices
• sketching pornographic logic
Walkshop with Martin Howse (FREE!)
Please email here to register your interest.
Meet up at Science Friction at 13:00 on Thursday, 21st of November.
The walkshop will last roughly 4 hours, please dress warmly and bring recording equipment and any materials you might think of as interesting for the potential activities :)
More information: http://1010.co.uk/tombic.pdf

Robert Smithson
The system of megaliths now provided a complete substitute for those functions
of his mind which gave to it its sense of the sustained rational order of time and
space [. . . ] Without the blocks his sense of reality shrank to little more than a
few square inches of sand beneath his feet.
[J.G. Ballard. Terminal Beach]
Once we are free from utilitarian presuppositions we become aware of what
J.G Ballard calls The Synthetic Landscape, or what Roland Barthes refers to
as “the simulacrum of objects,” or what Tony Smith calls the “artificial landscape,” or what Jorge Luis Borges calls “visible unrealities.” What do these
four persons have in common? [. . . ] For them the environment is coded into
exact units of order, as well as being prior to all rational theory; hence it is
prior to all explanatory naturalism, to physical science, psychology, and also to
metaphysics. An example of this environmental coding is Stonehenge.
[. . . ]
Is language at the root of these megaliths, the way mathematics is at the
root of geometry? Is the verbal prior to the material? The “noise of history”
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is contained by Ballard’s megaliths. The abyss of language erases the supposed
meaning of general history and leaves an awesome “Babel.”
[. . . ]
There seems to be parallels between cybernation and the world of the Pyramid. The logic behind “thinking machines” with their “artificial nervous systems” has a rigid complexity, that on an aesthetic level resembles the tomibic
burial structures of ancient Egypt. [. . . ] Perhaps one could call a computing
machine - an “electric mummy” - the medium is the mummy.
[Robert Smithson. The Artist as Site-Seer: or, A Dintorphic Essay]
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William Blake
I am your Rational Power O Albion & that Human Form
You call Divine, is but a Worm seventy inches long
That creeps forth in a night & is dried in the morning sun
In fortuitous concourse of memorys accumulated & lost
It plows the Earth in its own conceit, it overwhelms the Hills
Beneath its winding labyrinths, till a stone of the brook
Stops it in midst of its pride among its hills & rivers
[William Blake. Jerusalem The Emanation of The Giant Albion]

Plotinus earth memory section
[. . . ] But if they so apply themselves, they must have memory; it is impossible
that they should have no remembrance if they are to be benefactors; their service
could not exist without memory.
[on the stars and earth as having soul and perception. Plotinus IV.26]

Activities
The walkshop will attempt to identify, document and construct these tombs and
mummies in Copenhagen.

entropy mapping
• try older entropy mapper, and new uBLOX GPS logger using code in:˜/xxxxx svn/new skry
and with sd-reader-backup.hex as previous logger for signals and so on!
• how to plot again? use variations of gpsrng.py and gpsrngcum.py (adjust
for which column we use)
see:
file:/̃collect2011/psych/studies/symptoms newcastle/software
gpsrng2.py gives us location [latitude longitude] which can be put into google
maps
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towards identification and documentation
construction (see core memory below) - also buried devices
concert

core memory

for cores:
https://sites.google.com/site/wayneholder/one-bit-ferrite-core-memory
https://docs.google.com/a/sciencefriction.dk/document/d/1bAGTGiQUO2RttmnkLVIBhwMIZDK39tp2uX
http://www.ed-thelen.org/comp-hist/navy-core-memory-desc.html
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notes
A film in three parts:
• 1 The Time Machine. Morlocks and Eloi.
• 2 Robert Smithson, earth computing and pornographic logic.
• 3 Edgar Allen Poe. Buried alive.
Looking at Ballard’s megaliths through the earth-smeared lens of Robert Smithson
Ideas for constructing buried core/ferrite core memories - running computer
process through these - and for a concert for buried devices

To bring
basic tools, stuff for cores(wire, connectors, clips, parts, arduino and cable), logging devices, microSD HOLDER, batteries, programmer+usb cable, earthbootX
digital camera, laptop etc. . . network card+cable, audio recorder

Credits
Tombic Communication is organised as part of Pitch Drop * science friction.
With thanks to Jamie Allen and all involved!
http://sciencefriction.dk/
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